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Calculation algorithm of the densities of 
reinforcement

Summary:

One presents the calculation algorithm of the densities of reinforcement of plates and reinforced concrete hulls
established within the order  CALC_FERRAILLAGE [U4.81.42]. This algorithm was proposed in 1978 by Alain
Capra and Jean-Francis Maury [bib1].

Determination of reinforcements ofa section is carried out, according to the selected option (CODING = ‘EC2'
or ‘BAEL’) with L‘Eurocode 2 part 1-1 [bib2] or with the BAEL91-99.
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1 General presentation of the method

This method [bib1],  developed in 1978 by Alain Capra and Jean-Francis Maury (engineers at the technical
Management  of  Socotec),  refers  on the matter  and constitutes the  algorithm  generally  established in  the
computer codes of reinforcement of plates and reinforced concrete hulls.

The method is founded on the principle of the balance of each facet centered at the point of calculation and
whose normal turns in the tangent plan to the average layer. It is about a postprocessing of a static calculation
of a plate or a reinforced concrete hull, led starting from the state of efforts generalized previously obtained.

For each position of the facet, one carries out a rectangular calculation of section submitted to the made up
inflection and one from of deduced the two sections from reinforcements higher and lower. These two sections
are then readjusted in two sections (by unit of length) along the axis  X  ( AXS  for the higher tablecloth and

AXI  for  the lower tablecloth)  and two sections (by unit  of  length) along the axis  Y  ( AYS  for  the higher

tablecloth and AYI  for the lower tablecloth).

One proceeds then,  using an adapted algorithm,  in  search of  the optimum for  each tablecloth  (lower and
higher) corresponding to the value minimum of the sum AXS+AYS  (respectively AXI+AYI ). This method, at
the cost of a cost of calculation a little more raised that in other methods, in particular that of Wood, allowstent
to obtain an optimal steel distribution.

Whatever coding fallIE (BAEL91-99 or Eurocode 2 part 1-1), only tended steels are calculated. Compressed
steels are never evaluated. This bias is guided by the will to simplify the output data. Indeed, it is necessary of
distinguer  tended and compressed steels,  the specific  constructive  latter  being accompanied by provision
aiming  at  thwarting  the push with  the  vacuum.  This  will  have  to  be the  object  of  independent  checks if
necessary. Moreover,  Lbe reinforcements minima  of  nonbrittleness (aiming at  limiting  in  a systematic  way
cracking) are not evaluated and must be the object of a checking for each structural element by the user.
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2 Detailed description of the algorithm

The object of this chapter is to describe the method of Capra and Maury in a detailed way and to also
present the technique used to establish this method within  Code_hasster as well  as the additional
operations necessary to its implementation. 

In a very total way, the algorithm used can be schematized in the following way:
• Acquisition  of  the  parameters  of  configuration  (standard  of  calculation  ELS /ELU ,  values

characteristic of the ultimate stresses for steel and concrete, valueS coating on the two faces,
coefficients partial of security, etc);

• Acquisition  of  the  characteristics  of  the  elements  (thickness,  efforts  of  membrane,  bending
moments);

• Determination  of  the  lawful  constraints  according  to  the  type  of  calculation  carried  out  (
ELU /ELS );

• For each treated element, determination of reinforcement.

This last part,  which is the heart of  the method of  Capra and Maury is presented in the following
paragraph.

2.1 Original algorithm of Capra and Maury

One defines a set of facets, centered at the point of calculation, whose normal turns in the tangent
plan to the average layer. The facet is located by the angle  θ  that its normal with the axis makes
OX  reference mark of the element (see figure 2.1-1). The angle θ  is discretized regularly  −90°

with  +90 °  (here  with  a  step  of  5° ).  Axes  Ox  and  Oy  are  the  axes  of  the  tablecloths  of
reinforcements.

For each one of these facets, one evaluates the bending moment  (M ) , the tension of membrane

(N )  and shearing  action  (V ) who apply  to  it  according  to  the tensors of  the efforts  using the
equations: 

M (θ)=M xx cos
2
θ+M yysin

2
θ−2M xy sin θcosθ  (1)

N (θ)=N xx cos
2
θ+N yy sin

2
θ−2N xysinθ cosθ  (2)

V (θ)=V xz cosθ+V yz sinθ  (3)

Note: The calculation of V (θ)  is carried out only for the cases where one develops the contribution
of membrane compression in the shear strength (calculations derived from Eurocode 2), i.e for the
code ‘EC2’.
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Figure 2.1-1: Representation of
a facet
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For calculations with the BAEL 91-99, one evaluates the shearing force such as that is proposed in the
article  of  Capra  and Maury  to  knowing  [bib1],  starting  from the  equivalent  shear  stress  which  is
expressed according to the formula: 

τ . z=√(T ZX
2
+T ZY

2
)  (4)

Where  z=0,9(h−c)  with  h  representing the total  height  of  the section and  c  coating partly
lower. 

PhasR a calculation in composed inflection, one determines the steel sections in tablecloths higher
and lower  AS (θ)  and A I (θ)  of steel necessary in the direction  θ  to balance the section in the
lawful reinforced concrete context selected.

Resistant efforts in the direction θ  of the two tablecloths can be evaluated using the expressions: 

F RI (θ)=(AXI cos
2
θ+AYI sin

2
θ) f yd  (5)

And: 

F RS (θ)=(AXS cos
2
θ+AYS sin

2
θ) f yd  (6)

where f yd  represent the acceptable maximum constraint of steel (identical in the two directions).

Resistance is assured if the resistant effort is higher than the effort applied, which is written:

F I≤F RI  ET F S≤F RS (7)

Thus, EN considering an orthonormal reference mark comprising  AXS  in X-coordinate and AYS  in
ordinate, one has to solve finally forS reinforcementS superior and inferior:

(AXS cos
2
θ+AYS sin

2
θ). f yd≥AS (θ). f yd  for all the angles θ

(AXI cos
2
θ+AYI sin

2
θ). f yd≥A I (θ) . f yd  for all the angles θ

(8)

And: 

AXS+AYS  and AXI+AYI  minimum. (9)

Inequalities (7) define for each value of  θ  a half  space limited by a line of  negative slope which
translates a field of validity (figure 2.1-2). 

 
By traversing all  the values of  θ , one obtains the field  of  validity  indicated on the figure  2.1-3,
delimited by the broken line A BC D…
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Figure 2.1-2: Field of validity for a facet
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For  each  point  P  field  of  validity,  the  total  section  of  the  reinforcements  can  be  obtained  by
projecting the point  P  in  Q  on the first  bisectrix.  The distance  OQ  represent  the value  then

(AS√2)/2  with AS=AXS+AYS .

It is thus noted that the optimum of reinforcement corresponds with the one of the 36 notS (taking into
account the step of rotation of the facets retained) border (illustration by the four points of the broken
line  A BC D… ) to which projection on the first bisectrix  is closest to the origin of  the axes. The
search for this point is carried out by a method of type “dichotomy”.

2.2 Establishment retained in Code_hasster

The establishment  selected is a little  different  in order to optimize  the computing time.  Moreover,
during the calculation of the section subjected to the composed inflection, one carries out a checking
of nongoing beyond the constraint concrete with the ELS, and of nongoing beyond the deformation of
the concrete to the ELECTED OFFICIAL.
 
At  the conclusion of  calculation in composed inflection,  one determines the total  section of  steels
(higher and lower) necessary to the balance of the forces. One thus has a series of triplets ( AS , A I ,

θ ) representative of each facet ( AS  representing the higher section,  A I  the lower section and θ
the angle characteristic of the facet).

One then carries out the optimization of  reinforcement for the lower section, then higher using the
original algorithm describes below.

It should be noted that all calculations relate to only tended steels. It is not envisaged to be able to
treat compressed steels. 

2.2.1 Diagrams stress-strain taken into account

The  characteristics  of  the  section  are  described  on  Figure  2.2-1,  they  are  based  on  the  usual
parameters of  supplemented Eurocode 2 of  some other notations making it  possible to distinguish
coatings in faces higher and lower.
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Figure 2.1-3: Field of validity for all the facets [bib1]
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The diagram stress-strain, on the right of Figure 2.2-1 is the simplified rectangular diagram used for
the concrete:

  
The following elements are identified:

• h  : the thickness of the structural element,
• c  and c '  : coatings inferior and superior,
• d  and d '  : useful thicknesses such as d=h−c  and d '=h−c '

With  to  note  for  the hulls  and plates,  that  the width  b  is  systematically  of  the unit  of  length of
reference of the model used, the generalized efforts of hull and plate being expressedS in effort per
moment or unit of length per unit of length.

When CODING = ' EC2' , in coherence with Eurocode 2 [bib2], a distinction is made according to the

concrete class if its characteristic resistance is lower or not than f ck≤50MPa   : 

λ=min [0.8 ;0.8−0.8−( f ck−50 )/400 ]  (10)

ET: 

η=min [1 ;1−( f ck−50 )/200 ]  as long as f ck≤90MPa (11)

For CODING = ‘BAEL91’ one has  : 

 λ=0.8  and η=1  (12)

One recalls the expression according to Eurocode 2 of the following parameters :

• The ultimate stress of design of the concrete: f cd=
αcc f ck
γc

 with αcc=1  for the EC2

• The ultimate stress of conceptioN steel: f yd=
f cd

γs

• The ultimate value of deformation of the concrete used in the rectangular diagram simplified
directly  related to the simplified  relation “triangle-rectangle”  of  the concrete of  Eurocode 2

(assumption  valid  until  f ck≤90MPa  :  εcu3=min [0.35 ;0.26+3.5(
90− f ck

100 )
4
]  expressed

in %.

For CODING=‘BAEL91’, the value of εcu3  with used for the pivot B is εbc=0.35% .

The diagram stress-strain used for steel is the diagram with horizontal stage on the figure (2.2-2).
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Figure 2.2-1: Balance of a reinforced concrete section with the ELECTED OFFICIAL according
to Eurocode 2
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According to the various classes of reinforcement, Eurocode 2 distinguishes the minimal values with
rupture:

• Class a: εuk=2.5%
• Class b: εuk=5%
• Class C: εuk=7.5%

One recalls for this diagram 2.2-2 that according to Eurocode 2 the deformation limits design of steels
is worth: εud=0.9 εuk  

For CODING=‘BAEL91’, there is no possibility of considering various steel classes, the value of εud

is fixed at 1%.

2.2.2 Determination of steels with the ELECTED OFFICIAL 
2.2.2.1 Determination of efforts

One seeks to determine the sections of  reinforcement allowing to balance the reinforced concrete
sections  in each direction θ  from M (θ)  (bending moments) and N (θ)  (efforts of membrane).

• For the efforts of membrane N (θ)  , one positive value means tractive effort; 

• For the moment of inflection M (θ) , a positive value translates a tensile stress into bottom fibre
of the element. 

This convention being opposite of that used within Code_hasster, an inversion of sign is carried out at
the beginning of calculation.

If  one takes into  account  the favorable  effect  of  membrane compression,  in  this  case,  one also
evaluates for each direction θ  the requirement in reinforcement for shearing action while declining
recommendations of Eurocode 2 from: 

V (θ)=V xz cosθ+V yz sinθ  (13)

The value wraps of the whole of θ  is retained like value of reinforcement of shearing action.

In the contrary case (BAEL 91-99), one evaluates directly shearing action whatever θ  such as: 

Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part and is
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Figure 2.2-2: Diagram stress-strain for steel
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V ed=√(T ZX
2 +T ZY

2 )  (14)

In coherence with the figure  2.2-1 ,  when  M (θ)>0  ,  the moment and the reduced moment  are
calculated such as: 

M inf (θ)=M (θ)+N (θ) .( h2−c)  (15)

And the reduced moment is: 

μinf (θ)=
M inf (θ)

d ² . η. f cd

 (16)

In the same way when M (θ)<0  , by reversing the diagram of deformation and the position of the
simplified rectangular digraph partly lower of the beam symmetrically in the figure 2.2-1 , the moment
and the reduced moment are calculated such as: 

M sup(θ)=M (θ)+N (θ) .( h2−c ')  (17)

And the reduced moment is: 

μsup(θ)=
M sup(θ)

d ² .η. f cd

 (18)

2.2.2.2 Determination of hasciers of inflection to the EC2

It is initially a question of determining longitudinal reinforcements for each facet θ  who are necessary
for  a rectangular  section of  unit  width such as exposed in the figure  2.2-1 subjected to made up
inflection ( N (θ) , M (θ) ). Steels of shearing action are then calculated.

Calculation of longitudinal steels (also called steels of inflection):

Data input for the calculation of steels of inflection:

• The constraint characteristic of compression of the concrete:

f ck  

• The constraint of design of compression of the concrete:

f cd=
αcc f ck

γc
 

• The constraint of design of ac1stS:

f yd=
f yk

γs
 

• The deformation of design of steels which conditions pivot a:

εud=0.9εuk  

From these data, intermediate terms of calculation are evaluated:

• Deformation of design in compression of the concrete which conditions pivot b:

εcu3=min[0.35 ;0.26+3.5 ( 90−f ck
100 )

4

]  expressed in %, and for f ck  in MPa.

• The arm of lever compared to top fibre:

 d=h−c  

• The ratio compressed height of the section to pivot a:

Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part and is
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αAB=
εcu3

εcu3+εud
 

• The ratio compressed height of the section to the pivot C:

αBC=1  

• The parameters which define the rectangular simplified concrete diagram (for f ck  in MPa) :

η=min[1 ;1−
f ck−50

200
]  

λ=min [0.8 ; 0.8−
f ck−50

400
]  

• Reduced moment delimiting the passage of pivot A with b:

μAB=λα AB(1−0.5λα AB)  

• The moment reduces limit to the pivot C:

μBC=λ(1−0.5λ)  

One retains the diagram clarifying the various pivots considered in figure  2.2-3.  It should be noted
that  b=1  for  this  diagram  since  one  carries  out  calculation  on  the  basis  of  torque  of  efforts
generalized per unit of length.
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Figure 2.2-3: Principle of three pivots for a section of hull height  of width 
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With the ELECTED OFFICIAL, one retains with final the logigramme of calculation exposed in the figure 2.2-5
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Figure 2.2-4: Data input for the steel calculation of inflection to the ELECTED OFFICIAL according to
Eurocode 2

Figure 2.2-5: Algorithm of dimensioning in inflection made up to the ELECTED OFFICIAL of a section
of hull
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By considering the notes (1), (2), (3) and (4) below:

 

2.2.2.3 Différence enters BAEL91 and EC2

The algorithm of dimensioning in made up inflection to the ELECTED OFFICIAL introduced in figure
2.2-5 is identical for two codingS, only some data input are different. The table hereafter synthesizes
the differences between three codings:

Coding: BAEL91 EC2

parameters DU rectangular simplified
concrete diagram

λ=0,8  λ=min [0.8 ;0.8−
f ck−50

400
]  

η=1  η=min[1 ;1−
f ck−50

200
]  

deformation limits design of steels εud=1%  
εud=0.9εuk  where εuk  depends on the

class of ductility of steels

deformation of design in compression
of the concrete

εcu3=0,35%  εcu3=min [0.35 ;0.26+3.5 (
90−f ck

100
)

4

]

Contrainte of design of compression
of the concrete

f cd=
αcc f cj

γc
 where

αcc=0,85
f cd=

αcc f ck
γc

 where αcc=1

constraint of design of ac1stS f yd=
f e

γs
 f yd=

f yk

γs
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Figure 2.2-6: Checks and complements associated with the calculation algorithm in made up
inflection to the ELECTED OFFICIAL
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2.2.2.4 Determination of hasciers of shearing action with the EC2

The calculation of steels of shearing action for the code ‘EC2‘is conduit by taking of account same data input as
calculation with the made up inflection for each angle θ  indicated previously. 

Data input complementary for the calculation of steels of shearing action are :

• The coefficient of reduction of the resistance of the concrete fissured to the shearing action ν1  whose

value is function of the constraint of calculation of steels of shearing action f ywd= f yd=
f yk
γs

  : 

◦ If  f yd≥0,8 . f yk  , that is to say if  γs≤1,25   :  ν1=0,6 .(1−
f ck
250

)  where  f ck  is expressed in

MPa. 

◦ If not, γs>1,25   : ν1=Min [0,6 ;Max [0,9−
f ck

200
; 0,5]]  where f ck  is expressed in MPa. 

• The  coefficient  αcw  taking  account  of  the  state  of  stress  in  the  compressed  frame:

αcw=

1 si σcp≤0

1+
σ cp

f cd

si 0<
σcp

f cd

≤0,25

1,25 si 0,25<
σ cp

f cd

≤0,5

2,5. (1−
σ cp

f cd

) si 0,5<
σ cp

f cd
<1 s

 

◦ Where one indicates by σ cp  the constraint realised on all the height of section (y.c steels and 
coating) in the concrete due to the normal effort of calculation. In our case one thus considers that: 

σ cp=
N (θ)
h

 

• One retains in calculations of the steel sections, z  the arm of lever enters the centre of gravity of the
compressed concrete section and the centre of  gravity  of  tended steels. By default  one retains the
contractual value suggested by the Euro C ode 2 with knowing z=0,9d  with d=h−c si M (θ)>0
and d=h−c ' si M (θ)<0  

• The parameter of slope of the rods is noted (of angle of inclination θbielle  ) of concrete such as: 

ξ (θ)=
1

cot (θbielle)+ tan(θbielle)
=

V (θ)
αcw z . ν1 f cd

 

• This value is limited by the limiting values of cot (θbielle)  ranging between 1 and 2.5: 

• If cot (θbielle )≤1  then ξ (θ)≥0,5  then the concrete is sheared too much, 

• If cot (θbielle)≥2,5  then ξ (θ)≤0,3448  then concrete take part in the resumption 
of shearing , 

• If 1<cot (θbielle)<2,5  then 0,3448<ξ(θ)<0,5  then concrete do not take part. 

One recalls in the figure (2.2-7) data input necessary to the calculation of steels of shearing action with the
ELECTED OFFICIAL.

  

The following diagram gives the approach of calculation of steels of shearing action to the ELECTED 
OFFICIAL.
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Figure 2.2-7: Data input for a steel calculation of shearing action with the ELECTED OFFICIAL
according to Eurocode 2

Figure 2.2-8: Algorithm of dimensioning in inflection made up to the ELECTED OFFICIAL of a section
of hull 
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2.2.2.5 Determination of hasciers of shearing action for BAEL91

For Lhas coding BAEL91, the calculation of transverse steels is worth:
Asw

s
=
V xz
2
+V yz

2

σ s z
 where

• the arm of lever  z  is worth: z=0,9 (h−c )  with  h  the épaiSsor of  the element of structure and  c
coating (only for  the BAEL91, a distinction is made enters  c  and  c '  according to the sign of  the
bending moment);

• σ s  is working stress in steels: σ s=F e /γs

2.2.3 Determination of steels with the ELS
2.2.3.1 Determination of steels of inflection

The calculation of  dimensioning is a simplified version of  the steel calculation of  inflection of  a rectangular
section. Only tended steels are calculated and a message is displayed if  the concrete is too compressed as
well as a digital value allowing to identify it  . One calls on triangular diagram to model the compressed concrete
in the figure  2.2-9. It should be noted that  b=1  since one carries out calculation on the basis of torque of
efforts generalized per unit of length. 

 
Ultimate stresses σ s , lim  and σ c, lim  are defined by the user, as well as the coefficient of equivalence

αe=
E s

E c

 . 

The course of calculation is same whatever the regulation considered.

M inf=M+N .(
h
2
−c)si M>0 , M inf=M+N .(

h
2
−c ')si M<0  ET  μinf=

M inf

d ² .σc , lim

In coherence with the figure 2.2-3, when M (θ)>0 , the moment and the reduced moment are calculated such

as: M inf (θ)=M (θ)+N (θ) .(
h
2
−c )  and the reduced moment is: μinf (θ)=

M inf (θ)

d ².σ c , lim

In the same way when M (θ)<0 , by reversing the diagram of deformation and the position of the triangular
diagram partly lower of the beam symmetrically in the figure 2.2-3, the moment and the reduced moment are

calculated such as: M sup(θ)=M (θ)+N (θ) .(
h
2
−c ')  and the reduced moment is: μsup(θ)=

M sup (θ)

d ² .σc , lim

To the image of what was described with the ELECTED OFFICIAL, one endeavours below to define the limiting
values of the various fields.
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Figure 2.2-9: Balance of a reinforced concrete section with the ELS according to Eurocode 2
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• The ratio compressed height of the section to pivot a: αAB=
αe .σc , lim

αe .σ c, lim+σ s , lim

• The moment reduces limit is worth then: μ AB=0,5α AB.(1−
α AB

3
)

• The ratio compressed height of the section to the pivot B : αBC=1  

• The moment reduces limit is worth then: μBC=0,5αBC .(1−
αBC

3
)=

1
3

The data input are recalled in the following diagram:

The logigramme of calculation is given below:

 
In which the parameter α  is evaluated as follows:

for 0≤μ(θk)<μAB  α=1+2. cos (π /3+ϕ /3) √ 2αe .μinf .

σ c ,lim

σ s , lim
+1  

Where ϕ  is evaluated starting from the trigonometrical relation:

Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part and is
provided as a convenience.
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Figure 2.2-10: Data input for the calculation of steels of inflection to the ELS following
Eurocode 2

Figure 2.2-11: Algorithm of steels of inflection to the ELS according to Eurocode 2
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cos (ϕ)=
−1

(2.αe.μinf .

σc , lim
σ s , lim

)
3 /2  

For μ AB≤μ(θk)<μBC  α=
3−√(3(3−8μinf ))

2
 

The annotations (2), (3) and (4) return towards the continuation of the logigramme below:

 
The calculation of steels of inflection to the ELS is strictly the same one for the three codingS.

2.2.3.2 Determination of steels of shearing action
calculation of  steels of  shearing action for  code ‘EC2’ is conduit  by taking of  account same data input  as
calculation with the made up inflection for each angle θ  indicated previously for the ELS . 

Data input complementary for the calculation of steels of shearing action are :

• The acceptable constraint of  design for the concrete with the shearing action with the ELS:
σ cw

• The acceptable constraint of design for steel with the shearing action with the ELS: σ sw

• LE coefficieNT of reduction of the resistance of the concrete fissured to the shearing action
ν1  :

◦ ν1=Min [0,6 ; 0,9−
f ck
200

]  

• Average resistance in traction:

◦ f ctm=0.30 f ck
2 /3 pour f ck≤50  

◦ f ctm=2.12. ln (1+
f ck+8

10
) pour f ck>50  

• The coefficient αcw taking account of the state of stress in the compressed frame:

Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part and is
provided as a convenience.
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Figure 2.2-12: Checks and complements associated with the calculation algorithm in made up
inflection to the ELECTED OFFICIAL
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◦ αcw=

1 si σ cp≤0

1+
σ cp
σ cw

si 0<σ cp≤0,25σcw

1,25 si 0,25σcw<σ cp≤0,5σcw

2,5.(1−
σ cp
σ cw

) si 0,5σcw<σ cp<1σcw

 

◦ Where one indicates by σ cp  the constraint meanséE on all the height of section (y.c 
steels and coating) in the concrete due to the normal effort of calculation. In our case one 
thus considers that:

σ cp=
N (θ)
h

 

Note: σ cp  is fixed at zero when UTIL_COMPR = ‘NOT’

• One retains in  calculations of  the steel  sections  z  the arm of  lever  enters the centre of
gravity of the compressed concrete section and the centre of gravity of tended steels. By default one
retains  the  contractual  value  suggested  by  EuroCode  2  to  know  z=0,9d  with

d=h−c si M (θ>0)  and d=h−c ' si M (θ<0)
• One notes the parameter of slope of the concrete rods for the two following cases :

cot (θ0)=1,2+0,2
σ cp

f ctm
pour σcp>0

cot (θ0)=max [1;1,2+0,9
σ cp

f ctm
] pour σcp<0

 

ξ=
V (θ)

αcw b . z .ν1σ cw

ξmin=
cot (θ0)

1+cot (θ0)
2

 

• If ξ≤ξmin  the concrete takes part in shearing and cot (θ)=cot(θ0)  
• Participation of the concrete in shearing:

V fd=0,068. z .(1−
cot (θ0)

4
) .σcw pour σcp>0

V fd=0,068. z .(1−
0,36

cot (θ0)
) .σcw pour σcp<0

 

• If ξ>ξmin  the concrete is sheared too much. 

Steels of efforts cutting-edges are finally given such as:
A sw

s
=

V−V fd

σ yw . z .cot (θ)
 

The calculation of steels of shearing action with the ELS is strictly the same one for the three coding.

2.2.4 Algorithm of optimization of the steel section

The algorithm used aims at geometrically searching the optimum of reinforcement in the orthonormal reference
mark comprising AXS  in X-coordinate and AYS  in ordinate.

The discretization of the rotation of the facet equalizes with 5° , led to a classification of these facets from 1 to
36. 

In the orthonormal reference mark used, one positions three points,  P0 ,  P1  and P2 . Coordinates of the
point P1  correspond respectively to the steel section of facet 18 (correspondent with a zero value of θ ) and

Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part and is
provided as a convenience.
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with the steel section of facet 1 (correspondent with a value of  θ  equalize with  −π/2 ). The point  P0  is
located at the same X-coordinate as  P1  but with a very large ordinate (thus defining a practically  infinite
vertical), and the point  P2  is located at the same ordinate as P1  but with a very large X-coordinate (thus
defining horizontal practically infinite).

One then carries out a loop on all the facets of −π /2  with +π /2  by excluding the first as well as the facet
corresponding to the zero value from θ , facets which were implicitly treated at the time of the definition of the
initial points.
One then determines the points of intersection of the facet of reference with the other segments. In each case,
a comparison of the position of the point representative of the facet treated compared to the field of validity of
the facet of reference makes it possible to determine the orientation of the segment to take into account for the
research of the intersections.

At the conclusion of this treatment, one has the points representative of the polyline defining the total field of
validity.

At the end of the treatment, one carries out a sweeping on the points selected, in order to determine that whose
sum of the coordinates is minimum (minimum nap of the reinforcements). In the event of identity (with 10−5

near into relative), the facet of smaller number is retained.

2.2.5 Calculation of the voluminal density of reinforcement

At the conclusion of calculations with ELS /ELU  , steel sections of inflection AXS  , AXS  , AXS  , AXS  and

steel sections of shearing action ASW  are exploited to calculate the voluminal density of reinforcement δBA  in

kg /m3  if  they  are  expressed  in  m2
/m  for  steels  of  inflection  in  m2

/m2  for  steels  of  shearing  action

according to the following formula where ρacier  is the density of steels in kg /m3  . 

δBA=
(A XS+AYS+AXI+AYI)+ASW∗h

h
∗ρacier  

2.2.6 Calculation indicator of complexity of constructibility

an indicator of complexity aiming at translating the difficulty of implementation of reinforcement on the ground
is calculated according to the following formula: 

     
I c, i=

αreinf⋅
ρi
ρcritic

+αshear⋅
A sw, i

A sw ,critic

+αstirrups⋅
A sw , i

A sw ,critic

⋅
heff , i
lcrit

αreinf+αshear+αstirrups

 

With: 
 αreinf  is C oefficient of weighting of the ration of density of steel per cubic meter of concrete; 
 ρi  is the total voluminal density of steel for element I previously calculated δBA  ; 
 ρcritic  is the voluminal density of critical steel for element I; 
 αshear  is C oefficient of weighting of the ration of density of steel of shearing action; 
A sw, i  is the density of steel of shearing action for element I;

A sw, critic  is Density of reinforcement of shearing action critical;
 αstirrups  is C oefficient of weighting of the ration of length of the steel pins of shearing action; 
heff , i=h−c−c '  is the effective height considered for element I;

lcrit  is the Longuor criticizes steel pins of shearing action.

αreinf ,  αshear  and αstirrups  have as a value by default  1 , voluminal density of critical steel  ρcritic  with for

value by default 150kg /m ³ , D hasensity of reinforcement of shearing action critical A sw, critic  has as a value
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by D “is necessary  60cm ²/m ²  and the Longuor criticizes steel pins of  shearing action has as a value by
default 1m .

With vec such values, one considers that the transition between constructible and inconstructible is given for
values of  lc  enter 1  and 1,2  . Beyond lc=2  it is considered that the implementation of reinforcement is

very complicated and beyond lc=3  it is considered that the implementation of reinforcement is impossible. 
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2.2.7 Comment relating to compressed steels

No compressed steel is calculated in the established algorithm, Seuls tended steels are evaluated.
The  sections of  steel  according  to  their  tended or  compressed work  method requires to  be distinguished
because they are accompanied by constructive provisions specific to this one.
A choice was thus made to maintain the quantities of interest produced with the 4 steel values of inflection and
with  the  steel  value  of  shearing  action  and  not  to  extend  it  to  8  steel  values  of  inflection  to  simplify
visualization. 
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